The *Discovery* Learning Research Center (DLRC) provides Studiocode video analysis software as a resource to further the research mission of the center and advance collaborations with research affiliates.

- A permanent Purdue faculty or staff member must take responsibility for students using Studiocode. The PI is responsible for student conduct.
- Reservations are required. Reservations routinely not kept may result in restriction of privileges.
- Studiocode software is available M-F 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM for use in the DLR building. Reservation requests are limited to 10 hours per week per project. Longer reservation requests can be reviewed on a case by case basis.
- Access to the Studiocode computer during a reserved session is managed by the DLRC Secretary (DLR 203).
- Should you experience problems with the software or computer, contact the DLRC Facilities Manager.
- Experimental design, implementation, and appropriate IRB are solely the responsibility of the principle investigator and users.
- Data may not be stored on the Studiocode computer hard drive. The DLRC is not responsible for lost data.
- Users of the DLRC Studiocode software must acknowledge the “Discovery Learning Research Center” in any related publication.

By signing this agreement, I acknowledge that I have read and understand the use guidelines above and agree to follow those guidelines to the best of my/our ability.

PI responsible: ______________________________________

Signature of responsible PI: ___________________________ Date: __________

Student user names: